
Beck cottage in the New Forest: the perfect 
group cottage holiday 
We've found the perfect place in the New Forest 

 
By Sophie Goddard 
 
 

 

Where: Beck Cottage is found in the heart of the picturesque village of Woodgreen, via a 
private track called 'Love Lane' (yup, you had me at 'Love Lane'). It's also handily situated 
right next door to the Horse & Groom pub (think cosy, cute and very 'local') and close to the 
village store too. The nearest train station is Salisbury (12 miles away) and the beautiful 
beaches of Bournemouth are only a 25-minute car ride away too. 

What: Six bedrooms, three bathrooms and one massive garden, Beck Cottage is the perfect 
retreat for large groups - think special birthdays, family get-togethers, or just an excuse to get 
your nearest and dearest pals in one place. I stayed at Beck Cottage for my 30th - after 
looking at several options online I was beginning to panic that inviting 12 people was a bit 
ambitious (it's actually very difficult to find somewhere for that number, as it turns out).  
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The lounge (before we invaded it for cosy times) 

Luckily, this was the answer I'd been praying for...and then some. The 300-year-old thatched 
property sleeps a maximum of 13, and is spread out over three floors, with a large private 
garden surrounding the house. The garden even comes complete with a trampoline, BBQ and 
small stream (because who knows when you'll fancy a paddle, eh?).  

On the ground floor there's one double bedroom with en-suite shower room, a large 
kitchen/diner (which opens onto a gorgeous outdoor seating area) as well as a cosy 
lounge with a wood-burning stove.  



 
The spacious kitchen (and mega-fridge) 

There's also a separate (awesome) dining room that seats 12 downstairs too (we squeezed 
more, but it was a really tight fit) which made dinner a no-hassle affair. Just plonk your 
guests in there and give them some wine while you faff around like a headless chicken in the 
kitchen. Job done.  

 
The dining room, with space for 12 (we actually squeezed 14). Chin chin! 



Head up the stairs and you'll find the master bedroom (with en-suite):  

 
Master bedroom = dreamy 

There's also a separate toilet, family bathroom (whoop, corner bath!) and another twin 
bedroom and double bedroom: 

 
The light and airy first floor bedroom 



Up the staircase again (this place is like a magical maze) you'll find another double bedroom 
and twin room (complete with a secret staircase that, if you want to use it, leads back 
downstairs to the master bedroom). Try figuring that out after a couple of wines…! 

 
The top floor twin room - cute! 

Why: Beck Cottage is full of character, and it's actually like staying in somebody's 'home', 
rather than just a rental cottage (admittedly a pretty bloody amazing home). 
Although it's definitely got the wow factor (it's big, beautifully decorated and nestled in a 
picturesque village) it's incredibly cosy and relaxed too. But the big draw is the location. 
Because let's face it, if you're inviting 12 people to stay, not everybody's going to want to 
exactly the same things 24/7.  

The beauty of Beck Cottage is that there's plenty for everyone to do - whether that's exploring 
the beautiful forest on your doorstep (there's an equestrian centre close by and plenty of 
other activities to get stuck into), heading into Ringwood for an afternoon, or even 
just moseying on over to the Horse & Groom next door. For me though, it was all about 
hunkering down by the fire and enjoying the house itself with my pals (a massive upgrade on 
my teeny London rental) - watching DVDs, enjoying a few drinks and generally relaxing. 
Even if you're unlucky enough to visit when the weather's dodgy, the house is still big enough 
to spread out and relax en masse - and it won't feel that much of a hardship staying in, trust 
me.  

Cosmo loves: How relaxing it was. The whole process was miraculously straight-forward 
(after booking dates you're given an arrival time, and the key is left for you in a secure place 
to collect when you arrive) and your time is your own. That means arriving when you like, 
waking up/cooking/exploring/chilling whenever suits you, and leaving (with a pretty heavy 
heart) whenever you're ready - all the benefit of hiring a cottage, right?  



I returned to London actually feeling refreshed after our stay (amazingly considering the 
amount of birthday champagnes I put away...) and - once I've saved up my pennies - I'll 
definitely be booking again. One word of advice though - if possible, drive rather than relying 
on the train, it'll give you much more flexibility (and chances are, you'll need to head into 
Ringwood for supplies at some point anyway).  

 
Standing outside the house I never want to leave 

Go there!  Beck Cottage costs from £1200 for a three-night short break.  

 


